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9781452165110
Calendar | $20.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452152332
Hardcover | $20.99
Juvenile Fiction
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

Merry Christmas Tree: Pop-Up Advent Calendar

I'm a Baked Potato!

Benjamin Chaud

Elise Primavera, Juana Medina

Count down to Christmas with this detail-rich
interactive advent calendar featuring the dazzling art
of Benjamin Chaud. A spectacular white Christmas
tree pops out of a festive holiday scene, ready to be
adorned with 25 stickers. The final sticker features a
sparkling, foil-stamped star, perfect for topping off
the tree! Kids and their parents will delight in
decorating the spirited scene in the days leading up
to the 25th.

When a baked potato–loving lady adopts a
dog, she adores him unconditionally—and given the
pup's small, round frame and warm, brown coat she
can't help but call him "Baked Potato"! But what
happens when a dog who thinks he's a baked
potato gets lost? Will he find his lady? And more
importantly, will he find himself?I'm a Baked Potato!
... [more]
is a fun, bighearted story about the names we're
given, the names we choose, and how both can help
us find our way home. Full of heart and laugh-outloud moments,
Chronicle
Booksthis story will leave readers giggling—
andpages
looking at pets in a whole new way.
36

9781452155920
Hardcover | $23.99
Juvenile Fiction
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
1 page

Polly Diamond and the Super Stunning Spectacular
School Fair: Book 2
Polly Diamond
Alice Kuipers
, Diana Toledano

We Are the Change: Words of Inspiration from Civil
Rights Leaders

Polly and her magic book, Spell, have all kinds of
adventures together because whatever Polly writes in Spell
comes true! But when Polly and Spell join forces to make
the school fair super spectacular, they quickly discover that
what you write and what you mean are not always the
same. Filled with the familiar details of home and school,
but with a sprinkling of magic, this book is just right for fans
... [more]
of Ivy + Bean, Judy Moody, and Dory Fantasmagory, as
wellfor aspiring writers, who, just like Polly, know the magic
of stories.
Chronicle Books
112 pages

Sixteen award-winning children's book artists
illustrate the civil rights quotations that inspire them in this
stirring and beautiful book. Featuring an introduction by
Harry Belafonte, words from Eleanor Roosevelt, Maya
Angelou, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. among others,
this inspirational collection sets a powerful example for
generations of young leaders to come. It includes
... [more]
illustrations by Selina Alko, Alina Chau, Lisa Congdon,
Emily Hughes, Molly Idle, Juana Medina, Innosanto
Nagara, Christopher Silas Neal, John Parra, Brian
Pinkney, Greg
Chronicle
BooksPizzoli, Sean Qualls, Dan Santat, Shadra
Strickland,
64 pages Melissa Sweet, and Raúl the Third.

Harry Belafonte

9781452170398
Hardcover | $25.50
Juvenile Nonfiction
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Brian Eno: Visual Music

Delicious Metropolis: The Desserts and Urban
Scenes of Wayne Thiebaud

Christopher Scoates

9781452169361
Paperback | $39.95
Art
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452174822
Paperback | $34.95
Body, Mind &
Spirit
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Visual Music is a one-of-a-kind guided tour
through the visual art of creative polymath Brian Eno.
Featuring more than 300 images of Eno's installation,
light, and video artwork, this exquisite volume is the
definitive monograph of a contemporary master. In
addition to page after page of full-color art,Visual Music
features Eno's personal notebook pages, his essay
... [more]
"Perfume, Defense, and David Bowie's Wedding," an
interview with the artist, scholarly essays, and an originalfor-the-book piece of free downloadable music. We're
frequently Books
Chronicle
asked to bring this book back into print and
herepages
it is now for the first time in a deluxe paperback
424
edition.

Wayne Thiebaud

9781452169934
Hardcover | $43.00
Art
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Delicious Metropolis brings together two of
Wayne Thiebaud's most celebrated bodies of work:
desserts and cityscapes. Between the two, fascinating
juxtapositions develop. The layers of a Neapolitan cake
echo the shadows cast across a street in the late
afternoon. The pastel hues of iced sponge cakes
match California's candy-colored houses. Curators,
... [more]
critics, and artists guide the reader through the book
via insightful bite-size essays. This gorgeous hardcover
offers fans and newcomers a refreshing and
accessibleBooks
Chronicle
way to enjoy the oeuvre of this iconic
American
144
pages painter. Complete with multicolored page
edges evoking the layers of one of Thiebaud's
mouthwatering cakes, it's a treat for art lovers, citydwellers, and gourmets alike.

The Seasonal Soul: A Mystic's Guide to Inner
Transformation

This Land is My Land: A Graphic History of Big
Dreams, Micronations, and Other Self-Made States

Lauren Aletta, Tegan Swyny

Andy Warner, Sofie Louise Dam

Brimming with mystical practices and hundreds of
evocative illustrations,The Seasonal Soul is an enchanting
guide to self-discovery. Spiritual teacher Lauren Aletta takes
readers through the metaphorical "seasons" of personal
growth and illuminates the ways your springs, summers,
autumns, and winters provide opportunities for insight,
healing, transformation, and rejuvenation. Organized by
... [more]
season, the book is packed with enriching practices and
advice, including self-care rituals, crystal and chakra guides,
and journaling exercises. In an eye-catching, shimmery
package with
Chronicle
Books
black dyed edges, this book is perfect for
modern
mystics and the spiritually curious.
304 pages

Tired of your country's bad politics? Feeling
powerless to change things? Start your own utopia
instead! This nonfiction graphic novel collects the stories
of 30 self-made places around the world built with a
dream of utopia, whether a safe haven, an inspiring
structure, or a better-run country. From the Gay and
Lesbian Kingdom of the Coral Sea Islands to the Indian
... [more]
rock garden of Nek Chand, the micronation of Sealand to
the pirate-founded, anti-slavery community of Libertatia,
here arethe empowering and eccentric visions of
creators who
Chronicle
Booksstruck out against the laws of their
homelands,
160 pages the approval of their peers, and even nature
itself to reshape the world around them.

Library Services Centre

9781452170183
Paperback | $28.95
Comics & Graphic
Novels
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books
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9781452168760
Hardcover | $42.95
Cooking
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452167862
Hardcover | $42.95
Cooking
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

Smoke, Roots, Mountain, Harvest : Recipes and Stories
Inspired by My Appalachian Home

Every Day is Saturday : Recipes + Strategies for Easy
Cooking, Every Day of the Week

Lauren McDuffie

Sarah Copeland, Gentl & Hyers

Go deep into the heart and soul of American
southern cooking.Smoke Roots Mountain Harvest by Lauren
McDuffie, writer of the award-winning food blogHarvest and
Honey (and aSaveur Best Blog finalist for "Best New
Voice"), captures the flavors and modern cooking
techniques of Appalachia and the Blue Ridge Mountains in
this evocative cookbook.This beautiful cookbook showcases
... [more]
70 recipes and 80 photographs organized by seasons.
Each chapter opens with storytelling that echoes the folklore
and tall tales of the region, centered on rediscovering the
unique food
Chronicle
Books
culture of the region.Menu suggestions and
winepages
pairings encompass a variety of meal occasions, from
240
small plates to soups, salads, mains, sides, drinks, dessert,
along with tips and techniques on canning, pickling, and
preserving. Recipes include:• Shaved Summer Squash
Salad with Pickled Pepper Vinaigrette• Slow-Roasted Onion
and
Baked
Pork and
Chops
with CranCookGolden
Dream Apple
Share:Soup•
Delicious
Recipes
Inspiring
Apple
Compote• Drunken Short Ribs with Smoky
StoriesMoonshine
from La Cocina
Gouda Grits & Mountain Gremolata• Pan-Seared Carrots
with Bourbon-Maple Glaze• Triple Orange Cake with HoneyLaeticia
Caleb Zigas, Eric Wolfinger
LavenderLanda,
Buttercream

From beloved cookbook author and recipe
developer Sarah Copeland,Every Day Is Saturday brims with
inspiration. More than 100 beautiful recipes that make
weeknight cooking a breeze, gorgeous food and lifestyle
photography, and easy-to-follow tips for cooking delicious,
healthful, sustaining food provide a joyous Saturday
mentality of taking pleasure in food and occasion, whatever
... [more]
the day of the week. Recipes cover every course, from
breakfast to dessert, including dishes perfect for the life
occasions of a busy family: potlucks, picnics, lazy Sundays,
and casual
Chronicle
Books
dinners withfriends. Here is a delightful and
inspiring
256
pagesresource—in a bright and beautiful jacketed
package—for weeknight cooks, weekend dreamers, and
working parents who want to put great meals at the center of
the table where their family gathers.

Powerful stories. Beautifully evocative visuals.
More than 100 recipes for all occasions, from many cultures.
Here, in La Cocina's first cookbook, more than 50
successful La Cocina entrepreneurs share their inspiring
narratives—and their delicious recipes! More than 200
photographs from award-winning photographer Eric
Wolfinger capture the spirit of the people, the mouthwatering
... [more]
food, and the diversity of the immigrant experience. This is
the book for cooks who love great global recipes and
support organizations that make a big difference.
Chronicle Books
256 pages

9781452168524
Hardcover | $42.95
Cooking
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Piatti: Plates and platters for sharing, inspired by Italy
Stacy Adimando, Linda Pugliese

9781452169576
Hardcover | $42.95
Cooking
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Executive editor ofSaveur Stacy Adimando
combines her Italian heritage and tradition of serving
abundant spreads to create 75 recipes for generous plates
and platters meant for grazing. Organized by season and
ranging in size from starting bites, such as Grilled BaconWrapped Leeks with Honey Glaze and Shaved Fennel
Salad with Sweet Peas and Avocado, to main courses, such
... [more]
as Crispy Pork Ribs with Herb Sauce and Seared Shrimp
with Braised Savoy Cabbage, these are generous dishes to
serve to family and friends for gatherings large and small.
Filled withBooks
Chronicle
advice on how to plate and pair dishes for a
range
of occasions, this visually stunning book, with
224 pages
distinctive binding featuring a partially exposed spine,
imparts what many cooks of Italy seem born knowing: the
secrets to pulling off an impressive feast, without formality
or fussiness, but with love, ease, and elegance.

Moby-Dick: A Pop-Up Book from the Novel by
Herman Melville

Autocomplete: The Book
Justin Hook

Gerard Lo Monaco, Joelle Jolivet

9781452173849
Other | $57.00
Fiction
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

In time for the 200th anniversary of author
Herman Melville's birth, this graphically arresting,
beautifully rendered pop-up retelling ofMoby-Dick is a
wonder to behold. Rich linocut artworks portray ten
key chronological moments from the story in
shadowbox-style pop-ups that reward time spent
poring over the details and offer fresh perspectives
... [more]
on the classic. Each spread is accompanied by
select quotations from the book, while brief page
notes provide additional context for the depicted plot
moments. Books
Chronicle
With striking typography presented in an
authentic
24
pages broadsheet style, here is an adventure in
book craft and storytelling.

9781452177618
Paperback | $22.95
Humor
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Best in Class: Essential Wisdom from Real Student Writing

Every time a browser autocompletes our
search query, it's showing us what millions of other
people all over the world are searching for. This
curious collection showcases the very best of the
often strange yet 100% real autocomplete
suggestions offered up by popular search engines,
compiling them into one hilarious, fascinating, and
... [more]
mildly disturbing volume. Each page contains one
search and its 10 best autocomplete suggestions,
including the most and least common, from "Why is
Ryan Gosling...eating
Chronicle
Books
cereal?" to "If the Earth is
round...why
224
pages are shoes flat?" With easy-to-read
spreads and playful black-and-white line art
throughout,Autocomplete provides a nearly unfiltered
look at what people actually search for when they
think no one's watching.
Karl the Fog: San Francisco's Most Mysterious
Resident

Tim Clancy, Johnny Sampson

9781452173627
Hardcover | $18.95
Humor
Apr 16, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

From the very first week of Tim Clancy's 25-year
career as a high school English teacher, he began to notice
and collect funny and strange moments he discovered in
his students' writing, such as: "The word 'witch' has become
a household word, like 'spatula,'" and "Wherever
excitement is, there will always be romance. Trust me." He
would occasionally share them with his classes, who
... [more]
enjoyed them as much as he did, and so this book was
born.Best in Class collects nearly 200 of the most
entertaining of these moments culled from real student
writing and
Chronicle
Books
complements them with dozens of playful
illustrations
176 pages to create a sympathetically hilarious book for
anyone who has muddled their way through the wilderness
of a school writing assignment.

Library Services Centre

Karl the Fog

9781452173832
Hardcover | $21.50
Photography
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books

San Francisco, home of cable cars, the
Golden Gate Bridge—and its quintessential cool gray
fog. As a resident of the Silicon Valley, Karl the Fog
naturally uses Twitter and Instagram accounts to
document his comings and goings and the beauty of
the city he loves (except for when it's sunny).
Amassing roughly half a million followers across
... [more]
social platforms, Karl the Fog's witty takes on San
Francisco
paired
with
beautiful,
evocative
photography have earned him celebrity status inthe
Bay Area Books
Chronicle
and beyond. In this, Karl's very first book,
he
112details
pages his family's history and shares more than
50 scenic selfies along with brand-new, entertaining
appreciations of the city, lifting his veil of mist-ery
and celebrating San Francisco as only he can.
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9781452172187
Hardcover | $26.95
Reference
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook : Expert
Advice for Extreme Situations
Worst-Case Scenario
Joshua Piven, David Borgenicht

The Pocket Guru: Guidance and mantras for spiritual
awakening and emotional wisdom

Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes.
Sharks. Cyberbullies. Sinkholes. From wresting an alligator
to evading drones to landing a plane if the pilot passes out,
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help
with expert, illustrated, step-by-step instructions for life's
sudden turns for the worst. Needed now more than ever,
this revised and expanded edition—published on the
... [more]
international
bestseller's
20th
anniversary—delivers
frightening and funny real advice readers need to know fast.
With crucial information added from across the Worst-Case
series andBooks
Chronicle
20 all-new scenarios for twenty-first century
threats
(extreme weather, "fake news," dropping a cell
256 pages
phone in the toilet), this action-packed hardcover handbook
brings emergency instruction for anxious times.

From Dr. Siri Sat Nam, a licensed therapist who
stars on Viceland'sThe Therapist,The Pocket Guru offers
emotional centeredness and mental peace. Using Dr. Siri's
calming style, the book presents readers with 108 topics to
focus on—including commitment, forgiveness, intimacy,
and love—and mantras to help them find personal growth
and fulfillment. Packed with wisdom on discovering spiritual
... [more]
harmony, meditative practices targeting 11 different aspects
of self, and a simple format that invites readers to dip in and
out or read the book from start to finish, this is a rich source
for deepening
Chronicle
Books
self-awareness.
256 pages

Siri Sat Nam Singh

9781452174150
Hardcover | $24.95
Self-Help
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

In Pursuit of Inspiration : Trust Your Instincts and Make
More Art

Truth & Daring: A Journal for the Thoughtful & Bold
Sarah O'Leary Burningham, Sarah Walsh

Rae Dunn

9781452168852
Hardcover | $32.95
Self-Help
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452169941
Hardcover | $50.00
Sports &
Recreation
Jun 4, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

In this visually rich hardcover volume, beloved
artist Rae Dunn shares her favorite techniques for
approaching a blank page. From drawing with your
nondominant hand to sketching with objects found in nature,
each chapter offers a simple yet surprising catalyst to help
readers get in touch with their own creativity. Full of
gorgeous watercolors, sketches, original patterns, dreamy
... [more]
photography, and hand-lettered insight from the author,In
Pursuit of Inspiration offers a unique glimpse into the
process of a successful fine artist. It's the perfect how-to
book for Books
Chronicle
artists of all skill levels who prefer freeform
experimentation
to step-by-step instruction.
112
pages

9781452170916
Other | $22.50
Self-Help
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

This guided journal takes the cultural titan Truth
or Dare and turns it on its head by pairing self-reflection
prompts with action to challenge readers of all ages to dig
deep and try new things, while quotes throughout
empower and inspire. Every left-hand page features a
Truth prompt, inviting readers to reflect on their life; and
every right-hand page features a Dare prompt, inviting
... [more]
readers to take action in their lives. Includes 8 tear-out
mantra pages,featuring beautifully illustrated and handlettered quotes from inspiring feminist icons that users can
hang on their
Chronicle
Books
wall.
124 pages

Open Water: The History and Technique of Swimming

Literary Paris: A Photographic Tour

Mikael Rosen

Nichole Robertson

Dive deep into the world of swimming with open
water swimmer and coach Mikael Rosén as he explores the
sport through eight different perspectives. With topics
ranging from the vigorous mental and physical demands of
the sport to gender and race politics, no reader will be left
treading water. Rosén also provides a look into the lives of
professional swimmers such as Michael Phelps and Sarah
... [more]
Sjöström, sharing insights into what makes these greats
super swimmers. Packed with interesting history, science,
and trivia, as well as useful charts, maps, sidebars, tips,
and strategies—plus
Chronicle
Books
plenty of photos sprinkled throughout
—this
compendium is a must-have for any athlete or
360
pages
swimming fanatic.

An essential addition to the library of every
booklover and Francophile, this unique love letter to
Paris offers an immersive photographic stroll through
its literary delights, from historic bookstores to hidden
cafes.Paris in Color author Nichole Robertson turns
her lens onto spots both legendary and little-known,
highlighting quiet moments that every booklover
... [more]
savors—inviting cafe scenes, comfy chairs, enticing
book nooks—and the weathered charm of places
steeped in centuries of literary history. Quotes by
great writers
Chronicle
Bookssuch as Balzac and Colette are
interspersed
128
pages throughout, while a timeline and an
index of featured locations round out the volume.
This bijou treasure of a book will inspire every
creativesoul who dreams of following in the footsteps
of their literary heroes.

9781452169354
Hardcover | $24.95
Travel
Jun 11, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

We Rate Dogs! The Card Game

Oh My God, Stacy!: A Totally '80s High School
Party Game

Ben Walker, Darren Watts, Stephen Tasker

9781452173856
Boardbook | $36.95
Games & Activities
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

They're good dogs, Brent! In this fast-paced
card game for 3–6 players based on the massively
successful Twitter account WeRateDogs (more than 7
million followers), good dogs compete to be the very
best! Choose your favorite pups to enter a competitive
dog show and use cards to improve their rating, bring
down the competition, or cause chaos for a puptastic
... [more]
good time! Only one dog can be named the Goodest
Dog, but not to worry: no dog will ever be less than a
10/10!• 3-6 players• Ages 8+• Includes: 50 Dog Cards,
100 EventBooks
Chronicle
Cards, 1 category die, Winner's Circle board,
player
tokens and first player card
151 pages

Library Services Centre

Greg Schram

9781452171043
Boardbook | $29.95
Games & Activities
Jul 9, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books

What's your damage?! Find your clique,
grab your swag, and prepare for high school drama
to the max with this radical card game that has jocks,
preppies, geeks, and punks square off in loving
homage to high school movies from the '80s. A fun
party game for 3 to 12 players, Oh My God, Stacy!
has players work with their clique to play cards
... [more]
throughout the school day attempting to prank their
fellow classmates, collect and steal gear, forge
alliances, and earn cool points. Morning
announcements
Chronicle
Books may change the rules of play each
turn,pages
so stay chill and may the coolest kids win!• 3 to
160
12 players• Ages 14+• Includes: 152 cards for play
(including Action, Gear, Morning Announcements
and more) and pizza slice tokens
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9781452172859
Boardbook | $22.50
Games & Activities
May 14, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452177786
Other | $22.50
Non-Classifiable
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452178165
Engagement
Calendar | $29.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

Alakazam! The Game of Dueling Wizards

Storm Cloud: A Weather Predicting Instrument

Stone Librande

Bitten

In this fast-paced and magical game for two,
players choose the best spell to take down their opponent
using game cards with built-in spinners and tabs, casting
damaging spells against their opponent, defending with
counter-spells, and even summoning monsters to battle with
a mighty cry: Alakazam! These two fully contained game
cards are travel-ready, spellbinding entertainment for
... [more]
aspiring wizards of all ages.• Includes optional advanced
rules for players who become experienced with the game• 2
players• Ages 6+• Includes 2 game cards
Chronicle Books
2 pages

In the 1800s, during his voyage with Charles
Darwin, Admiral Robert Fitzroy used and later
popularized the storm glass, which promised to predict
the weather. A beautiful twist on this classic device,
theStorm Cloud is a fun way of seeing what the
weather has in store. Filled with a special liquid that
responds to changes in the atmosphere, the crystals
... [more]
within the cloud-shaped glass indicate whether it'll be
fair, cloudy, rainy, windy, or stormy. Whether sitting on
a windowsill or a desk, theStorm Cloud is irresistible
décor for the
Chronicle
Books
curious-minded.
1 page

9781452177083
Other | $36.95
Non-Classifiable
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Carpe Fucking Diem Ceramic Mug
Calligraphuck
Calligraphuck

You're Fucking Awesome Ceramic Tray
Calligraphuck
Calligraphuck

Start the day right with some motivational profanity!
Featuring a gilded handle and "Carpe Fucking Diem"
in shiny gold calligraphy, this fancy-ass mug is a
great way to wake up and seize the day.

Featuring uplifting profanity in gold calligraphy, this
ceramic tray with gilded edges serves as lovely
desktop décor for the home or office. Shaped as a
speech bubble that can hold jewelry, keys, coins,
and various trinkets, this catchall makes a fun,
inspirational gift for f*cking awesome people.

Chronicle Books
1 page

9781452177793
Other | $24.95
Non-Classifiable
May 7, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

2020 12-Month Planner : Bibliophile
Bibliophile
Jane Mount

2020 12-Month Planner : Bright Ideas
Bright Ideas
Chronicle Books

Filled with beloved book stacks, literary objects, and famous
authors, this deluxe planner features a handy side pocket
and ribbon page marker, as well as notable dates in literary
history. Perfect for any booklover or book club pal.

Organize your year in color with this brilliant planner
featuring 12 unique colors for each month. Colorful taglines
throughout add vibrancy to every day of the year.

9781452178172
Calendar | $29.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
176 pages

2020 Daily Planner: Floret

Photographs by Chris Benzakein From bestselling author
and flower farmer Erin Benzakein, a user-friendly daily
planner filled with lush photography of magnificent
blooms, seasonal gardening tips, a convenient pocket,
and monthly tabs for easy reference.

Chronicle Books
144 pages

Library Services Centre

Chronicle Books
200 pages

2020 12-Month Planner : One Line a Day
One Line a Day
Chronicle Books

Erin Benzakein

9781452172934
Calendar | $36.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
1 page

9781452178189
Calendar | $29.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books

This unique planner inspired by our bestselling One Line a
Day series is an elegant way to stay organized and
preserve memories, all at once. Each spread offers a
weekly calendar grid on the left with space to jot down a
daily highlight on the right, allowing users to reflect as they
plan ahead. This deluxe planner becomes a handsome
keepsake record of the year when completed.

Chronicle Books
176 pages
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9781452177557
Calendar | $23.99
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452178127
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452178134
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

2020 Engagement Calendar: Anne Taintor

2020 Wall Calendar: Anne Taintor

Anne Taintor

Anne Taintor

Anne Taintor's vintage-with-a-twist ladies are back for
another year, bringing deliciously wicked sass to every
week.

Enjoy Anne Taintor's classic wit and cheeky humor
as her beloved vintage ladies dish it out all year long.

Chronicle Books
118 pages

9781452177533
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
24 pages

2020 Wall Calendar: Baby Animals in Sweaters

2020 Wall Calendar: Bad Girls Throughout History

Chronicle Books

Ann Shen

Featuring sweet baby animals wrapped in snuggly
sweaters, this adorable calendar will make animal
lovers smile every month of the year.

Feminists of all ages will love this empowering
calendar featuring iconic portraits of the strong
women from the bestselling bookBad Girls
Throughout History.

Chronicle Books
24 pages

9781452178950
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
118 pages

2020 Wall Calendar: Boys with Plants

2020 Wall Calendar: Cats on Instagram

Scott Cain

Chronicle Books

From the hit Instagram profile and upcoming book, a
stylish and succulent selection of lush plants and the
dreamy dudes who tend to them.

This irresistible calendar compiles cat photos from
the
hugely
popular
Instagram
profile
@cats_of_instagram. Showcasing all the lovable
attitude and personality we've come to expect from
the wide world of quirky kitties, this calendar is purrfect for any cat lover's wall.

Chronicle Books
24 pages

9781452178141
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

2020 Wall Calendar: Comedy Wildlife

Chronicle Books
24 pages

2020 Family Wall Calendar: Darth Vader and
Family

Chronicle Books
Jeffrey Brown

Award-winning photographs of adorably hilarious
animals caught just at the right moment!

9781452178158
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
24 pages

Library Services Centre

9781452177762
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books

Celebrate an eventful year with Darth Vader™ and
his rebellious kids, young Luke and little Leia. With
columns for recording daily happenings of five family
members—plus a fold-down pocket for keeping track
of all those easy-to-lose invitations and appointment
cards—this fun wall calendar is the ideal
coordination tool for busy families all across the
galaxy!

Chronicle Books
32 pages
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9781452159973
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452177564
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

2020 Wall Calendar: Darth Vader and Son

2020 Daily Calendar: Disney

LucasFilm Ltd

Disney

Enjoy a year full of hijinks and life lessons with Darth
Vader™ as he rules the Galactic Empire while
keeping an eye on his mischievous son Luke.

FromAladdin toThe Incredibles 2, this beautiful
calendar features a daily full-color image from Disney
and Pixar's most iconic feature films and shorts,
accompanied by exclusive insider information, fun
trivia, interesting plot notes, or memorable quotes
from the films.

9781452159416
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 1, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
24 pages

Chronicle Books
316 pages

2020 Wall Calendar: Earth and Space

2020 Daily Calendar: F in Exams

Nasa

Richard Benson

Take a tour of the universe with this breathtaking
calendar featuring remarkable photographs from the
archives of NASA. These images of space will
captivate anyone with an interest in science and
astronomy, while engaging and informative text will
spark wonder all year long.

Based on the bestselling F in Exams series, this
calendar presents a full year's worth of jawdroppingly wrong but hilariously real student test
answers, plus all kinds of things everyone should
have learned in school but didn't.

Chronicle Books
24 pages

9781452176574
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

2020 Wall Calendar: Floret Farm's Cut Flower
Garden

Chronicle Books
628 pages

2020 Wall Calendar: Grumpy Cat
Chronicle Books

Erin Benzakein, Chris Benzakein

9781452172927
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

9781452177243
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

From star flower farmer Erin Benzakein comes this
gorgeous calendar to enhance the entire year with
natural beauty. Featuring lush photography of
magnificent blooms and seasonal gardening tips for
every month, this is the calendar for any flower lover.

Chronicle Books
24 pages

Everyone's favorite grump is back with a year's
worth of epic frowns and meowvalous cranky
commentary.

9781452177342
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
24 pages

2020 Wall Calendar: I Could Pee on This

2020 Wall Calendar: Juniper: The Happiest Fox

Francesco Marciuliano

Jessika Coker

This collection of paws-itively hilarious poems from
the bestselling bookI Could Pee on This—plus
seven new ones—offers a year's worth of witty
observations from funny felines.

Animal lovers of all ages will appreciate this sweet
calendar featuring heartwarming and beautiful
photos of Juniper—the happiest fox in the world—
participating in everyday antics with her friends
Moose the dog and Fig the fox.

Chronicle Books
24 pages

Library Services Centre

9781452178301
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Raincoast Books

Chronicle Books
24 pages
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9781452172248
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

December 18th, 2018

2020 Daily Calendar: The Onion

2020 Wall Calendar: The RBG Workout

The Editors of Onion

Bryant Johnson

The classic daily calendar featuring highlights
fromThe Onion's award- winning news coverage.

Exercise with Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg using routines from her twice-weekly
workouts and get into supreme shape!

Chronicle Books
630 pages

9781452177106
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
24 pages

2020 Daily Calendar: What's Your Poo Telling You
Josh Richman, Anish Sheth, Peter Arkle
From the authors of the bestselling bookWhat's Your
Poo Telling You?, this illustrated calendar is packed
with medical info, fascinating trivia, and entertaining
nuggets about poo, pee, and farts. Happy Poo Year!
9781452178615
Calendar | $22.50
Calendar
Jul 23, 2019
Ctn Qty: 1

Chronicle Books
632 pages

Library Services Centre

Raincoast Books
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